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Charlotte is a young doctor living in Brussels with her husband, Max, and their son. 
She leads a normal, harmonious life – except for the fact that she secretly maintains 
an apartment where she has sex with her 
patients, selecting them as if setting up 
a scientific experiment. When Max finds 
out about this unusual situation, their re-
lationship is put to the test.

“A SKYLARK WHO SANG TRUTH TO POWER IN ARGENTINA.
Bereaved but resilient, the sound of the monumental Argentine folk singer

conveys eons of suffering and survival. You don’t have to understand Spanish
to be moved by an instrument that expressed the sorrows and hopes of

the world’s poor and downtrodden with a profound empathy.”
-THE NEW YORK TIMES

“Mercedes Sosa could be considered
the Latin American Bob Dylan.”

-NEW YORK DAILY NEWS

“A deeply loving portrait, with a leisurely pace that proves quite rewarding,
as it encourages a rich immersion in the music and persona of its great subject.”

-FILM JOURNAL

“A dAring explorAtion... 
that, like its bold female protagonist, challenges conventional

thinking around sex and relationships. provocative adult drama...
its’ quiet power resonates long after the end credits roll. Beneath
its glacial surface, ‘Brownian Movement’ courses with powerful

emotions colliding like in the theory after which the film is named.”
-SCreen dAilY

“CoMpoSed of ethereAl, exquiSitelY lit wide-
SCreen tABleAux...the ACtorS Are luMinouS.” 

-VArietY

“An unflinChing examination of an intelligent woman’s sexual life, 
...and, courtesy of luminous cinematography (which makes Sandra

hüller strikingly resemble Cate Blanchett at certain junctures),
‘Brownian Movement’ is AlwAYS VerY eASY on the eYe.”

-the hollYwood reporter 

Journey into the world of Argentina’s most famous musical artist. Over a career that spanned 
50 years, Sosa sold millions of records, performed thousands of concerts all over the world, 
and left behind an incredible legacy as an artist who went beyond the borders of music to 
become one of the most influential – and loved – personalities of the 20th century.

This intimate documentary reveals Sosa’s 
early life and her rise to worldwide star-
dom, and explores the impact she had on 
the musical – and political – heritage of 
Latin America...and the world. 
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